Realising the Social Sciences and Humanities part of the European Open Science Cloud

SSHOC pools, harmonizes and makes easily usable tools and services that allow to process, enrich, analyse and compare the vast heterogeneous collections of SSH data available across the boundaries of individual repositories or institutions in Europe.

Main impacts

The Social Sciences and Humanities are seamlessly integrated in the European Open Science Cloud

Availability of an EU-wide, easy-to-use SSH Open Marketplace, where tools and data are openly accessible

EU-wide availability of high quality “cloud ready” SSH tools and high quality SSH data

EU-wide availability of trusted and secure access mechanisms for SSH data, conforming to EU legal requirements

State of the art Research Infrastructure in several pilot domains advanced through dedicated SSH data pilots cluster projects

Maximising reuse through Open Science and FAIR principles (standards, common catalogue, access control, semantic techniques, training)

Empowering Users, Building Expertise

Broadening the SSHOC network of user communities and empower them to a greater level of expertise in utilizing the SSHOC services, tools, data throughout the research lifecycle and according to the FAIR on- and offline trainings and training materials and an international cross-disciplinary trainer network

Keep an eye out for the upcoming report on LIBER 2019 workshop Social Sciences & Humanities Open Cloud and future SSHOC trainings at sshopencloud.eu

SSHOC Partners

Join our community

info@sshopencloud.eu  sshopencloud.eu  @SSHOpenCloud  /in/sshopencloud
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